
November 17-19, 2023
Sebastian Inlet State Park

SKINS FORMAT RULES (FSSC)
The Excalibur could not be defeated in battle…

Skins format SCORES the top WAVE of a heat. Each surfer can catch as many
waves as possible but once the surfer rides a wave, and they feel they have a high
score, the surfer must raise their hands to claim it for it to count. The surfer with
the highest count earns $100* and goes on to another heat. Matt Kechele once
said “It allows you to be more selective and take your chances, be more aggressive
allowing you to take more chances.” (As mentioned in many articles in the past
years.)

SKINS FORMAT:
Surfers’ names are drawn from a hat to determine heat pairings/times (at
Pre-Party). If you place anything other than 1st in your heat, you’re out.
Each heat win (i.e “skins'') is worth $100* (JR pro & Women LB $50). Heats

are won with the single highest scoring wave, which needs to be
visibly claimed by the surfer. When a surfer claims the highest
scoring wave of the heat, the surfer must exit the water and sit on the
water's edge.

If one of the competitors claims a higher score, the waiting
surfer may re-enter the water to win back the high score.
However, a surfer can only claim twice in a single heat.

Join our Non-Profit mission NOVEMBER 16th at Mulligan's Vero Beach for a Party and THEN at
Sebastian Inlet Friday, NOVEMBER 17th for the start of the 3 day State Championship Event. We
strive to provide a platform for community gatherings, camaraderie, with Professional and Amateur athletes around the
State of Florida. This years sponsors include : SunBurn Cannabis, Mulligan’s Vero Beach, Dale Sorensen Real Estate,
Brandon Blais electric, SharkTooth Surf Co, Dyer Chevy, OT Surf Designs, Dunkin' Donuts® - Indian River, Psycho Tuna,
Spunky's Surf Shop, Creatures of Leisure, LEUS, 4Ocean, Turtle Cove, Celsius Energy Drink, Electric Oranges, St. Lucie
Battery & Tire, Mick Miller Surfboards, Savage Surfboards, Ten Over, East of 1, Beach Bowls, Mazzarella's Auto Sales,
Zada Salon & Spa, Shark Eyes, Ohana Surf Shop, SpinnerMedia, Pura Vida Surf School, CVRD Canopies, Pure Aloha Surf
School, Freestyle Watches and Treasure Coast Board Riders Club.


